
THE ART OF ENRICHED LIVING this is where you belong!
BROCADE VISTA

Sunset & Serenity



fyi There’s a place where life is a succession of adventures, where residents can enjoy what the rest of Bangalore envies about 

Rajarajeshwari…….and its just minutes from the city’s thriving urban core. Surrounded by Schools, Colleges, Employment, 

Entertainment, Shopping, Hospitals, Cultural Traditions and Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s, “ THE ART OF LIVING”.  this priceless locale offers 

exhilarating views of the Sunset and South West Bangalore. the Serenity and ambiance that is so unique to this location is unparalleled.

 

MANY HAVE DISCOVERED “ THE ART OF ENRICHED LIVING,”  will you be next?



RAJARAJESHWARI living redefined.
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Brocade Vista at Rajarajeshwari is destined to become Bangalore’s upbeat central hub and uptown address 

for tommorow’s generation of urban pioneers working from Bangalore to Mysore including the planned 

satellite townships on Bangalore Mysore Expressway. The distance from Bangalore to Mysore is estimated to 

be approximately one hour on the expressway. 

SRI SRI RAVI SHANKAR’S 
“ THE ART OF LIVING”  



fyi

Brocade vista is a self contained community in itself as in the age of global warming and rise of the high rise buildings 
crowding us, Brocade Vista is relief.

Brocade Vista is located in Rajarajeswari nagar one of the up coming prime areas of Bangalore city which is destined to 
be one of the central and important part of Bangalore after the development of the Bangalore – Mysore expressway. 

Developer’s conceptual rendering. Features and aminities proposed and subject to change.

At Brocade Vista we will provide for rain water harvesting, 

A centralized gas distribution system for safety and some 

solar panels for heating water. Brocade Vista is a Green 

Project in the true sense.

Brocade Vista is all about, 

"Think Green" from the start.  

Builders today have to build 

townships to call it a Green 

project. We selected a green 

township to build our project. 

Brocade Vista will illuminate 

consiousness about global 

warming due to proximity of 

all facilities. This reduces 

the dependability on vehicles, 

causing less pollution. 

BROCADE VISTA is synonimous with “Think Green.”



If you’re looking for luxury, Brocade Vista has it. If you’re looking for convenient living, Brocade Vista has that.  

If you’re looking for state of the art amenities and a Green Project, Brocade Vista has those as well.  With all that 

sunset and serenity, Brocade Vista never strays from the excitement that belies Bangalore. Simply put, at Brocade 

Vista you can be a VIP guest at your own residence.

Evolutionary in its approach, Brocade Vista epitomizes the next generation of residential living in Rajarajeshwari, 

whether you are a Technologist from Global Software Village or a native to Rajarajeshwari,  Brocade Vista 

Lifestyle will change your priorities.

Brocade Vista  modern living in the middle of culture



fyi

Brocade vista is a self contained community in itself as in the age of global warming and rise of the high rise buildings 
crowding us, Brocade Vista is relief.

Brocade Vista is located in Rajarajeswari nagar one of the up coming prime areas of Bangalore city which is destined to 
be one of the central and important part of Bangalore after the development of the Bangalore – Mysore expressway. 

Ofcourse, your experience in Bangalore isn’t defined only by how 

you spend time outside of your home. Your quality of life at home 

completes the picture. The air whispers over the rock, “Enjoy, then 

come home to bliss.” Brocade Vista is making a dramatic statement 

on the SW Bangalore residential lifestyle.

Brocade Vista technology meets lifestyle

Developer’s conceptual rendering. Features and aminities proposed and subject to change.



Quest for the Best  this is Silicon Valley of the East.

Each property has a unique destiny. The visinory concept of providing California living in 

“Silicon Valley of the East,” that encompasses good schools, colleges, networking and 

employment opportunities along with sports and games and finally enabling innovation, 

look no more. Brocade Vista gives you the environment to achieve your best. 



fyi

BROCADE VISTA  building community!
The location setting of Brocade Vista is ideal for all to 

enjoy the Serenity and Sunset. Infants, school kids, 

teenagers, engineers, doctors and seniors, all are 

welcome. Proximity to Best club, schools, colleges, theme 

park, golf course, temples and hospitals, makes the 

location home to all age groups. Our very own club house, 

gym, garden area, multipurpose hall provide amenities and 

convenience on site.

Brocade Vista Lifestyle enter another world.

The development of communication technology provides unprecedented mobility allowing many people to work 

from their home. As a result, many are choosing locales more condusive to a healthy lifestyle. The growing 

infrastructure around Rajarajeshwari with the Metro Rail project, Bangalore-Mysore expressway cannot be 

overlooked by the corporate world. This means now is the time to act when it is still affordable and invest 

in lifestyle, diversity and quality. These factors create tangible value to provide the ingredients for 

potential appreciation.
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fyi
Brocade Vista offers amenities that have never been offered before at Rajarajeshwari.  A lush pool for 

your family to have a fabulous time, Children’s park next to the pool provides the natural extension for the 

young ones, the adjacent two story club house gives opportunity to the teenagers to be with friends and 

family in a secured environment.  Brocade Vista with its proximity to, “The Art of Living”, Eagleton Golf 

course, Wonder La water theme park, employment And education makes a very attractive Location for the 

disciples of Sri Sri Ravi Shankar. The buildings have a Multicultural Hall on the terrace for residents to 

Conduct and participate in Yoga, Meditation and private group gatherings. 

Brocade Vista if you can dream it, you can live it.

Specifications & Amenities

Structure :           R.C.C framed structure design to seismic reactions as per International standards.

Walls:                  Solid concrete block masonry for internal and external walls.

Plastering:           External sponge finishing and internal neeru smooth finishing.

Doors:                 Main door teak with paneled  shutter. All internal  doors with wooden frame 

                            and skin faced shutter. 

Windows:            Sal/hard wood window frames with glazed shutters.

Flooring:              Vitrified tiles in all internal flooring, ceramic flooring in balconies and granite flooring in 

                            staircase  and corridor, anti skid ceramic flooring in toilet.

Kitchen:               Platform in black granite and stainless steel sink with drain board. 2 feet height glazed 

                            tile dadoing above platform.  

Toilet & Bath:      Hindware/Parryware  or equivalent sanitary fittings, chrome finish plumbing fittings. 

                            Antiskid ceramic tile flooring and glazed tile dadoing to 7 feet height.

Painting:              Exterior emulsion for external wall and premium emulsion paint for internal walls.

Electrification:     Good quality ISI mark copper wire cable and modular switches with adequate 

                            light , fan  point, stand by generator power supply. 

T.V.& Telephone: T.V. and Telephone points in living and Bed Room.

Water Supply:      24 hours water supply with hydro pneumatic system.

Lift:                      8 Passenger lifts

Car parking:        Covered car park

Additional Features :  

1. 24hrs power back up in common areas and lift and some lights in units.

2. Club house: Table tennis ,Billiards, Carrom, Cardroom, Video games ,

    Computer center and a Fitness center.

3. Outdoor pool with party area and Gazebo.

4. Landscaped garden, Children’s play ground and Jogging track.

5. Private Gazebo’s for terrace flats.

6. Multipurpose Hall on terrace for Yoga, Meditation and private party’s. 

7. Centralized gas distribution system for all apartments for safety.

8. Security rooms at all gates.

9. Generous balconies in each flat to enjoy the view and serenity.

10. Separate restrooms and showers in the stilt floor for domestic help.

Please Note:
1. All plans, such as and not limited to, floor plans, elevation plans, terrace plans, 
parking/site plan, interior and exterior designs, amenities are architectural representations 
in this brochure and are subject to change by the developer and builder during 
the construction phase.

2. �e buyers of each apartment may want to upgrade their individual 
units according to their budget and needs.

3. �is brochure is prepared for the purpose of soliciting sales of the apartments in the 
Brocade Vista project. �is is not a contract or an agreement of sale. Booking forms and 
sale agreements can be obtained from the offices of Brocade Builders and Realtors Pvt Ltd.
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Brocade Builders and Realtors Pvt Ltd
USA address: 

24941 Prospect Ave, Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
Phone: (408)391-8267 Email: sales@brocadebuilders.com

India address:
# 490, 2nd floor, 10th main and 8th cross
Jeevan Bhima Nagar, Bangalore 560075
Phone: 080-41330081 and 41330082 Email: sales@brocadebuilders.com
Website: www.brocadebuilders.com

Marketing & property management provided by: Anthem Realty (USA & India)    www.anthemgroupinc.com   deepak@anthemgroupinc.com


